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Ashoka sees the Arab region 

brimming with opportunity for 

social entrepreneurs. 



 



Dear Reader, 

As we look back on our work during the past year, it is clearer than ever that Social Entrepreneurship occupies a vital place in the future of the region. With 

leaders divided over the way forward and people eager for stability and an end to economic stagnation, questions of how to best solve the social problems that 

have sent millions into the streets and led to an unprecedented movement for progress and democracy remain largely unanswered. 

Meanwhile, Social Entrepreneurs are addressing the needs of people today. They are developing lasting solutions to endemic problems by targeting the roots of 

poverty and injustice. Nurturing these ideas and these individuals who rise to meet the inequities and suffering of countless people is Ashoka‘s mission and 

together we are realizing the goals of a better future. 

Two years ago, the world stood in awe at the resilience of the Arab Youth. Millions were inspired by the strength of a group of people who until that day had no 

voice. The world watched as young people fought for their rights, armed with nothing more than a collective voice and a set of demands that are truly universal: bread, freedom, and 

social justice. Today, we face a new set of problems as people begin to realize that demonstrations alone will not lead to the society we seek. 

2012 proved to be a difficult time in the history of our region but Ashoka has worked continuously throughout the instability and disorder, helping to elevate those committed 

individuals who work tirelessly to realize their goals of helping others and creating positive change. We looked to 2012 as a time that would empower a generation whose political 

activism would translate into changes in the social sector, a period where revolution would give way to democratization.  

In reality, the post-revolution period has exacerbated economic, social, ethnic and religious tensions. It has shown why it is more important than ever before to cultivate the quality of 

empathy – to overcome differences in background, income and beliefs – and try to build effective systems based on an understanding of different perspectives. Ashoka‘s global initiative, 

Every Child Must Master Empathy, seeks to ensure that we prioritize this quality from a young age so as to raise a generation less susceptible to sectarian divisions or conflict caused by 

differences in background, gender or beliefs. This is crucial in Egypt at this time and will be a key priority for us to focus on in 2013. The political instability that has characterized this 

period in history has also heightened the need for grassroots initiatives such as those which Ashoka identifies and helps bring to the forefront of the development agenda. 

Despite the challenges of the past year, Ashoka has elected eight promising new Fellows in countries throughout the region. Maysoun Odeh Gangat started the region‘s first women‘s 

radio station, ‘96 Nisaa FM, and is transforming the media industry, empowering women, and changing attitudes in a male dominated field. Her work is more important than ever during 

a time when women are too often being pushed to the sidelines. Maysoun is ensuring that their voices are a part of debates and discussions. In Morocco, Tarik Nesh-Nash has built an 

online platform that connects citizens with their representatives in government, a model that has shown great success and has huge potential to grow in the region. 

Fellows throughout the region are making a real difference in the lives of millions. Today, Ashoka is looking to expand our reach in countries such as Morocco and the UAE, where we 

will hold the third annual Arab World Social Innovation Forum, as well as to establish a presence in new countries like Tunisia. 

Ashoka envisages a world where every human being is empowered to address social problems by effecting change, beginning at the grassroots level. We believe that Everyone is a 

Changemaker ™ and that by nurturing and supporting social entrepreneurs, those individuals who pursue their visions of change with dedication by changing systems in order to 

eliminate the root causes of social problems, we are creating an Everyone is a Changemaker ™ global community.  

Just as our support allows Social Entrepreneurs in the Arab World to thrive, addressing critical problems throughout the region, your interest and participation is crucial to us sustaining 

our impact. Thank you for your support during this historic time. 

 

Iman Bibars 

Regional Director, Ashoka Arab World 

Vice President, Ashoka: Innovators for the Public  
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IMPACT: 
Together we have ensured 

that 300,000 students and 

young people have the skills and 

opportunities to thrive. 

 

 

IMPACT: 
Ashoka and its Fellows have 

provided 500,000 women and 

men with better life opportunities to work 

and earn income to support themselves and 

their families. 
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IMPACT:  

Across the Arab World, we 

have reached more than 

10,000,000 people through media, 

online platforms and social innovations that 

provide people with access to technology. 

 

IMPACT:  
Through innovative 

programs and initiatives, 

more than 25,000 people in 

the region now have access to health 

services, education and training. 
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High quality education prepares 

young people to be leaders, to 

harness their creativity and 

solve deep-seated problems.  

Ashoka Arab World is proud to 

have 21 Fellows in the 

education sector, each working 

to improve the system and 

prepare the next generation for 

growth and change.   

 

 

Jehad Shejaeya has created a model to 

improve access to university education for poor 

and underprivileged students while plantingthe 

seeds of social responsibility among youth. 

 

Education Collaborative Platform 

Ashoka introduced the model of the Education 

Collaborative Platform, gathering leading social 

innovators, experts, and organizations with the 

purpose of revolutionizing the entire education sector. 

 

Fairouz Omar is introducing a professional psychological 

counseling system for teenagers in Egyptian government schools 

through an interactive model of preventive guidance.  

 

 

EDUCATION 

 

300,000 
Students and young people 

provided with skills and 

opportunities to thrive 

 

Impact: 

How to provide the Arab World‘s youth with bright futures? 
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The number of homeless children in Egypt and the 

greater Arab World is a growing problem but 

Ashoka Fellows are targeting the roots of this 

situation through innovative programs and models. 

Ashoka Fellows in this sector work hard to engage 

communities and governments to address the 

problem of street children and develop creative 

solutions. 

 

STREET CHILDREN 

 

Street Children Collaborative Platform 

Our aim is to change the negative image of street 

children, integrate them in the society, influence 

health and police arrest policies, to reduce and 

ultimately eliminate the abuse endured by street 

children. 

 

Aicha Abu Channa is changing societal perceptions of unwed 

mothers in Morocco, confronting social taboos to ensure they 

are recognized and included members of the population. She is 

pushing forward legal reforms and developing the first program 

in Morocco to serve unwed mothers. 

 

Impact: 

34,882children 

in Morocco and Egypt 

reached with health and 

education services 

Where will the region‘s street children 

go for education and health care? 

Reda Shoukry is combating the spread of HIV and other STDs among sex 

workers in Egypt. Her aim is to prevent the spread of such deadly diseases among 

the Egyptian population and especially women and children. 
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500,000 
women and men have 

been provided with 

better life opportunities 

 

The 19 Ashoka Fellows working on 

Income Generation and Job Creation 

have applied innovative approaches to 

creating income and jobs for the poor. 

Initiatives in this sector range from 

education and business development to 

micro-finance and job training.  Ashoka 

believes that employment creates a sense 

of pride and belonging and helps the 

confidence of the economically dis-

enfranchised.   

 

 

INCOME GENERATION  

AND JOB CREATION 

 

How can we provide job opportunities 

for the region‘s unemployed? 

Raghda El Ebrashi is creating employment for marginalized youth 

through a market-based sustainable model catering to the needs of 

the business sector and the labor market.  

 

Zeinab Al Momani founded the first agricultural union for women in 

the Arab world. By liberating rural women, Zeinab believes she will 

empower children, men and other women to create a more just and 

successful region. 

 

 

 

Impact: 

Equal Opportunities in the Labor Market Collaborative Platform 

Ashoka Arab World envisions this Collaborative Platform as 

the mechanism that will enable the successful integration of 

marginalized groups into the workforce. 
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Technology has become a 

great asset in developing 

countries. It has helped 

topple dictators, dissem-

inate information and 

distribute supplies. At 

Ashoka, we believe that 

investing in the information 

technology and communic-

ations field will open doors 

for free speech and emp-

loyment and advance the 

progress of disenfranchised 

populations. 6 Ashoka 

Fellows‘ work uses ICT in 

innovative ways to address 

the region‘s needs. 

 
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND 

SOCIAL BUSINESS VENTURES 

Within the sphere of social 

entrepreneurship is social 

business:  commercial enti-

ties that have a social 

mission.  Ashoka is proud 

to support 10 Fellows who 

operate social businesses in 

the Arab World. Ashoka 

believes that in certain 

cases, a for-profit model 

can be the most effective 

way to address social 

problems.   

 

Samy Gamil is integrating and empowering deaf and hearing 

impaired people by changing negative attitudes towards them. He is 

showing that the deaf can be competitive in the demanding IT 

sector.  

 

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION 

TECHNOLOGY (ICT) 

 

Kamel Al Asmar is promoting volunteerism in a structured and 

professional way in the Levant region and he is encouraging youth 

to volunteer and create change in their communities by using 

internet platforms, developing networking initiatives, training 

citizen sector organizations (CSOs) on volunteer management, and 

through an online assessment system. 

 
Fidaa Abu Turky is economically empowering women in rural 

areas of the Levant by implementing a grassroots venture capitalist 

approach that is adapted for the cultural context. 

 

 

Mohammed Al-Kilany is changing Middle Eastern labor 

markets and economies from opaque systems that exclude most 

job seekers to transparent systems that empower all using 

simple and accessible mobile technology. 

 10,000,000 
people provided with access to information and 

communications 

 

Impact: 

How are the lessons of the Arab Spring turning into a 

communications revolution? 

Where do the business sector and citizen sector meet? 
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More than 25,000 people 

provided with health services, education, and 

training 

HEALTH 

 
A thriving and robust health-

care system stimulates pro-

ductivity and advancement.  10 

Ashoka Arab World Fellows 

are working to bring creative 

health solutions to the ailing 

system that plagues Egypt and 

the Arab World. Ashoka is 

proud to participate in im-

proving the health system and 

promoting innovation and dev-

elopment in this sector.   

 

 

Ali Hussein is addressing the deficit in blood supplies in hospitals 

around Egypt. He is creating a sustainable and permanent supply of 

blood for patients that need transfusions without the need to wait for 

family donations. 

 

Essam Ghoneim is improving children‘s health and their school 

performance by implementing a comprehensive nutrition model and 

providing guidance in nurseries and primary schools in Alexandria.  

More than 16,000 students in nurseries and schools have benefited 

from his program. 

 

 

Overpopulation in major 

cities of the Arab World has 

driven the cost of houses 

sky-high.  The result: millions 

of people are unable to 

purchase homes or afford 

quality housing.  Ashoka bel-

ieves that proper housing is a 

basic need for people to live 

productive lives and we 

invest in social entrepreneurs 

tackling this problem in 

innovative ways. 
 

 

HOUSING 

 

Sameh Seif involves local communities in building low-cost, 

community-appropriate sewage systems in Egypt's villages to 

improve public health, quality of life, and the environment. 

 

Hany El Miniawy is introducing a low-cost, environmentally 

friendly housing for squatter and low-income areas in Egypt that will 

decrease the cost of housing by 30% since materials are of local 

origin and will not need to be imported and transported. 

 

 

Impact: 

More than 71,100 people Impact: 

How do we address the region‘s pressing health needs? 

Where will the region‘s rapidly expanding  

population live? 
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―START EMPATHY‖ INITIATIVE 

Ashoka Arab World believes that developing the ability to comprehend and relate to the emotional and 

psychological contexts of those around us is crucial to fostering a region that achieves progress, peace and 

harmony for all. We strive to see a society that is empathetic, where individuals are able to put themselves in 

the shoes of others before making cruel judgments and misguided decisions that later result in larger 

conflicts.    

We want to contribute to the mastering of empathy among children and young people by developing our 

own AAW Empathy experiential curriculum and forming a network of schools where this curriculum can be 

conducted by Ashoka and its Fellows. 

 

ASHOKA YOUTH VENTURE IN THE ARAB WORLD 

Ashoka is shaping a society where every individual will take initiative, develop solutions to social needs, and 

drive change, an Everyone A Changemaker™ society. 

The unemployment rate for youth (between 15 and 24) is 25% in the MENA region. Over 100 million will 

enter the job market by 2020 and a minimum of 6 million new jobs need to be created each year to absorb 

these young people. 

Ashoka is turning these challenges into opportunities and building a market for Changemakers. Ashoka‘s youth 

venture focuses on improving young entrepreneurs' ability to establish enterprises successfully, equipping 

youth with the entrepreneurial skills they are deprived of in their current educational systems, and inspiring 

and supporting an enabling environment and a culture of youth social entrepreneurship. 

 

WOMEN‘S INITIATIVE IN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP (WISE) 

WISE is a platform for cooperation among women entrepreneurs at all stages to address the obstacles they 

face and foster an environment where Arab women are inspired and empowered to change the world. 

WISE delivers trainings for female Ashoka Fellows to help them scale up their work, reach more people and 

help them share their understanding and expertise across the sector. By spreading awareness of its Fellows‘ 

work on women‘s issues,  growing their impact, and advocating on their behalf, Ashoka helps deliver the 

message of social entrepreneurship‘s impact on society and ensures that Fellows working with marginalized 

groups and on taboo subjects will continue their fight for social change.  
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How can Fellows work 

together to tip the sector? 

Collaborative Platforms 

Ashoka Arab World (AAW) is developing Collaborative Platforms where Ashoka Fellows and leaders in the field will work together to drive 

systemic social change across the Arab world. Individually, our Fellows are making a difference in their areas of work. Together, they can revolutionize 

their sectors. 

 

Street Children 

Together, Ashoka Arab World and The Ursula Zindel Hilti Foundation have 

developed an initiative driven by a strong belief that there is an opportunity to 

make a powerful impact in improving the life of street children in the Arab 

World. 

In 2012, we monitored the situation of street children in Egypt and mapped the 

changing market of organizations working to address problems related to street 

children.  

We assessed the impact of two Ashoka Fellows working with street children: 

Reda Shoukry and Fairouz Omar.  

In order to appropriately approach the advocacy campaign as a part of the Street 

Children Collaborative Platform, we determined four critical areas of focus that 

we will address. With this in mind, we organized trainings for Ashoka Fellows and 

built a team to address these issues. 

In 2012, we held two events that brought together more than 200 youth, 

introducing them to issues such as health and child rights as well as providing 

them with the opportunity to get involved in art, sports, and theatre.  

 

Education 

The Education Collaborative Platform includes over 20 leading civil society 

organizations already running successful programs in the field of education, among 

which there are seven current Ashoka Fellows. 

By implementing this platform, Ashoka Arab World aims to: 

- Promote girls‘ education and enable more girls to attend school.  

- Enhance a right‘s based educational approach to promote tolerance, gender 

equality and religious respect at the earliest stages of child development.  

-Improve the general quality of education, focusing especially on providing extra-

curricular activities that encourage creativity and talent development, improving 

teaching methodologies, influencing institutional curricula and advancing nurturing 

learning environments. 
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Equal Opportunities in the 

Labor Market 

Ashoka has structured its Fellows into two groups: those who work on 

building human capital (e.g. training disabled members of society), or the 

supply side, and those Fellows who focus on specialized job placement, 

or the demand side. Under the Collaborative Platform (CP), we not 

only envision the supply and demand side working together to share 

best practices but to reach out to the rest of the sector in order to 

reap the benefits of cooperation and to spread the successful models of 

our Fellows. The Equal Opportunities CP is scaling Fellows‘ collective 

vision of a more inclusive job market. 

Fellows will be able to consolidate their training programs, expand their 

networks of employers, and unify their voices in advocating policy 

change. 

Four Ashoka Fellows have teamed up to provide equal opportunities for 

the disabled in the job market. In this way, Ashoka is creating an 

opportunity for the 10% of the population who suffer from some type 

of disability and who are being denied opportunities in the job market. 

 

How to provide jobs for the 

region‘s youth population? 

18 



AIN 
With the aim of bridging the gap between the corporate and the social sectors, we are inspiring 

young professionals in the Arab world to become the next generation of Changemakers. AIN 

presents the achievements and impact of social entrepreneurs to inspire more people to become 

Changemakers themselves.  

In 2012, Ashoka Arab World organized two AIN forums for early to mid-career professionals who 

have a passion for social change and an interest in Social Entrepreneurship. These forums were 

entitled ―Innovative solution in Health: Social Entrepreneurs in Action‘‘ and ‗‘Corporate Engagement 

with Social Entrepreneurship‘‘   

 

GLOBALIZER 
The Ashoka Globalizer Program is a proven methodology to scale social innovation, aiming to 

establish social entrepreneurship in the Arab World by introducing local solutions to the global 

scene and bring successful global innovations to the local arena. 

Through Globalizer, we bring the best regional innovators and their ideas for solutions to social 

problems to the attention of the world through their election and visibility as Ashoka Fellows.  

Simultaneously, we import relevant global solutions to social problems in our region through this 

program, involving both international and local communities of business leaders, social 

entrepreneurs, and Ashoka partners. 

 

AWSIF 
The Arab World Social Innovation Forum (AWSIF) is a region-wide platform for the enhancement 

of social innovation in the Arab world. Through AWSIF, Ashoka brings together social innovators, 

business leaders, representatives of international foundations, entrepreneurs, and policymakers with 

the purpose of coalescing around the idea of an Arab society where every individual – man, woman 

and child – is a Changemaker: someone who can pinpoint social needs and take it upon themselves 

to answer this call to action.  

AWSIF will be held in 2013 in Dubai, U.A.E where Ashoka will introduce Social Entrepreneurship in 

the Gulf region and create a platform to bring together innovators regionally and globally to prove 

the power of Social Entrepreneurship in providing system-changing solutions to vital sectors in the 

Gulf such as health, women‘s empowerment, energyefficiency and environment protection. 
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How can the private sector and the 

citizen sector work together for mutual 

good? 

The OMDA Sahteen Project is a social business venture co-created between Danone and Ashoka to tackle economic, 

social, and health issues within rural communities in Egypt. OMDA-SAHTEEN brings together the Danone Corporation, Ashoka Fellows and members of the local 

community with the aim of developing rural distribution enterprises of healthy dairy products, creating jobs, empowering micro and small retailers with income 

generation mechanisms, and running a health awareness program led by local women in some of the most rural areas of Egypt.  

The project now has a network comprised of 40 local distribution enterprises (OMDA), with 15 new OMDAs to be elected and supported by Danone in 2013 and 

88 members of Sahteen health awareness network working in eight targeted OMDA locations. Ashoka Fellows are in charge of leading the health awareness 

program, providing training to members of health awareness network and overseeing implementation in the local communities. 

▪ Number of consumers: more than 5,000 per OMDA 

▪ Number of beneficiaries of the health awareness program:12,960 
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Arab Diaspora 
In the wake of the Arab Spring, the support of the Arab Diaspora is more crucial than ever. This community has significant 

expertise and enormous potential to give back to their communities in a sustainable, long lasting, and impact-driven way. 

There is a tremendous opportunity for the Arab Diaspora to utilize their set of skills for making sustainable social impact in 

the Arab region. Together with leading Diaspora representatives, Ashoka has defined the main focus areas that need the 

support of this community. The overall goal of this initiative is to empower committed Diaspora members with the skills 

and resources that will help them improve their work and make a strong social impact. 

Ashoka is providing an opportunity for the Arab Diaspora to invest back in their countries of origin whether financially or  

through professional mentoring. Ashoka aims at shifting the Diaspora‘s approach from a long-standing pattern of sending 

simple financial aid to long-term investments that will positively affect the systems and infrastructure of the home countries 

and improve lives. 

 

What role can the Arab Diaspora play in 

promoting development? 
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8 Fellows Have influenced a total of 

13 government policies 

―[Ashoka recognition] gave me the feeling that what 

I was doing was valuable. It gave me an empowering 

feeling of self-worth. I was alone before, not knowing 

if what I was doing meant anything on a wider scale‖  

Ashoka Fellow Tandiar Samir - Egypt 

Invest in Ashoka! 

11 Fellows Have created a 

new field/sub field as a result of their idea 

The difference Ashoka makes: 

8 Fellows Have changed the 

field norms according to their idea 
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Global Entrepreneurship Week 2012 

Ashoka Arab World hosted the ''How to set up a Social 

Entrepreneurship Venture'' session as part of the Global 

Entrepreneurship Week 2012. The session discussed the future 

of social entrepreneurship in Egypt along with the challenges and 

opportunities of social business ventures in the Arab World. 

 

Ashoka Innovation Network Events 

In 2012, Ashoka Arab World organized two 

AIN forums for early to mid-career 

professionals who have a passion for social 

change and an interest in social entre-

preneurship. These events were ―Innovative 

Solutions in Health: Social Entrepreneurs in 

Action‘‘ and ―Corporate Engagement with Social 

Entrepreneurship.‘‘   

 

Ashoka-Synergos Series 

Through a partnership between Ashoka and 

Synergos, three ―Alliance for Social Entre-

preneurship‘‘ Jams were organized in 2012 with 

the purpose of raising awareness about Social 

Entrepreneurship (SE) and the SE ecosystem in 

Egypt. 

Together we developed a dialogue on ―The 

Need for a Legal Framework for Social 

Investment in Egypt.‖ (1st Jam), ―How to Bring 

Social Entrepreneurship to the Community 

Knowledge and the Education System?‖(2nd 

Jam),and ―Hybrid Social Business Models‖(3rd 

Jam). 

 

Ashoka News: Updates from 2012 

Marwa El Daly Receives Inaugural African Philanthropy Award 

At this event in Johannesburg, Marwa, as the head of ‗‘Maadi 

Community Foundation‘‘, received this award for her innovative 

approach in reviving and modernizing the traditional model of 

giving and mobilizing the local resources, known as the waqf, by 

developing a more organized culture of philanthropy in modern 

Egypt. 
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M'hammed Abbad Andaloussi 

The World Summit on Innovation in Education 

published a book featuring Ashoka Fellow 

M‘hammed Abbad Andaloussi (Morocco).  

―Learning a Living: Radical Innovation in 

Education for Work‖ includes 15 best practices 

in the field of education including M‘hammed‘s 

initiative, which seeks to modernize the 

education system while linking students and 

graduates to the labor market in Morocco. 

 

Sameh Seif 

Ashoka Arab World Fellow Sameh Seif (Egypt) 

and Ashoka Fellows, Gregory Van Kirk 

(Guatemala) and Albina Ruiz (Peru) decided to 

start a joint program where they will implement 

their idea in two other countries. This is 

planned over the course of three years. By the 

end of the project, each Fellow will have trained 

local teams in two new countries to replicate his 

or her model locally. 

 

Raghda El Ebrashi and Sherif El Ghamrawy 

Ashoka Fellow Raghda El Ebrashi (Egypt) and 

Ashoka Fellow Sherif El Ghamrawy (Egypt) were 

both featured in Nikki and RobWilson‘s book 

―On the Up‖, showcasing stories of exceptional 

social entrepreneurs who are transforming 

Africa, from Cape Town to Cairo. The book 

shares these stories of incredible individuals 

who are using entrepreneurial solutions to drive 

social and environmental change. 

 

Bamyan Media  

To promote social entrepreneurship and enable 

more people to become successful social 

entrepreneurs, Ashoka Arab World has 

partnered with Bamyan Media to create 

―ElMashrou3‖ (―The Project,‖) a reality TV 

show about social entrepreneurship. Ashoka 

Fellows Magda Sami, Tamer Bahaa, and Maged 

Hosny will be featured as judges on the show 

where they will coach and mentor the 

contestants to launch their social business 

ventures. 

 

Election of New Fellows 

Ashoka Arab World elected 8 New Social 

Entrepreneurs as Ashoka Fellows in the year 

2012. New Fellows working in Education, 

Health, Women‘s Empowerment, Volunteerism, 

Citizenship, and Environment were elected from 

Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, Palestine and Morocco.  

 

Discover Ashoka‘s New 

2012 Fellows! 
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  2012 Ashoka Fellows 

2012 By the numbers: 

New Fellows: 8, increase of 30%from 2011,  

13% growth overall 

Nominations:100, increase of 30%from 2011 

Applications: 60, increase of 140%from 2011 

 

75
25 6

100

60

8

Nominees Candidates Fellows

2012

2011

The Venture Pipeline: 2011 and 2012

Finding and selecting the region‘s leading social innovators through targeted Venture is the backbone of Ashoka‘s model. The selection process that begins with 

comprehensive sector mapping, the cultivation of a network of nominators, and extensive research and personal interaction with candidates represents the 

beginning of a relationship that can last a lifetime. 
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Kamel Marwan Al-Asmar, Jordan, ICT 
Kamel developed the first online, interactive ICT platform – Nakweh – and runs social media campaigns that promote volunteerism in a 

structured and professional way in the Levant region. He is mobilizing youth to engage with their communities while growing their personal and 

professional skills and enacting lasting positive change.  He is the only person working in such way in the social media sector in the Levant region 

and he uses his online platform and offline social media campaigns to encourage youth, citizen-based organizations, and the private sector to 

engage with the social sector to bring about change from the grassroots level, without waiting for government solutions. 

Success: Nakhweh has more than 14,700 likes on its Facebook page and has access to more than 13,000 email addresses 
outside of its cohort of volunteers through people who use Nakhweh Facebook applications. 

 

 

Stipend 
Ashoka supports its Fellows with a 

personal stipend that allows them to fully 

commit to their work and to 

substantially develop their ideas. 

79% of Ashoka 

Fellows receive 

personal stipends. 
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Maysoun Odeh Gangat, Palestine, Social Entrepreneurship 
Maysoun is applying market solutions, creating jobs, and empowering women through her financially sustainable, accessible media platform. She 

started the first Arabic-language women‘s radio station and website in the Middle East and North Africa, called ‗96 NISAA FM‘(96 WOMEN 

FM). Maysoun‘s social-business is transforming the regional media industry and shifting society‘s thinking by hiring and training women in the 

otherwise male-controlled media industry, positively portraying women as equal citizens, and deconstructing taboo subjects. 

Success: After only 15 months of being on air and online, Maysoun‘s ‗96 NISAA FM‘ has managed to climb to number three according to the 

Ministry of Interior‘s ranking across the Ramallah Governorate among approximately 20 stations in the central West Bank area and number five 

according to a ranking done by PALTEL, a leading private telecommunication company. The NISAA website gets about 600 hits per month and 

the radio‘s Facebook page has around 946 (nine-hundred forty-six) fans and 20 SMS and calls per hour, which reflects a high rate of interaction 

and engagement of listeners. 

 

 

Capacity Building 

Ashoka provides its Fellows with capacity 

building trainings to help them scale their 

work and reach more people. 54% of 

Fellows have increased their number 

of beneficiaries by 40% 
since election 
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Yousry Mohamed El Koumy, Egypt, Education 
Yousry is enhancing the existing education system to bring about cultural transformation by engaging students and teachers 

in promoting tolerance and acceptance of the other and bridging gaps between social, religious, and ethnic divisions in 

Egyptian society. Yousry‘s tolerance initiative is the first interactive classroom-based model in which children and youth at 

school use the principles of the Universal Human Rights Declaration, relate them to their daily lives, and engage with their 

families.  

Success: Since he first began in 2002,over 12,600 students in 210 schools in 14 Governorates of Egypt have been reached. 

 

Technical Assistance 
Ashoka provides Fellows with training in areas such as: fundraising, marketing, communications, 

and provides financial and legal consultancy. 72% of Fellows consider 

Ashoka’s support to have made a significant 

contribution to their work and the growth of their 

organizations. 
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Mohammed El-Raffie, Egypt, Education 
Mohammed is unlocking the potential of Egypt‘s youth through robot building. He is shifting students away from the role of 

passive recipients of an instructor-led education to one in which they learn through hands on experimentation. More than 

the actual subject matter, students walk away with a new proficiency in the critical ―soft skills‖ which are currently 

systematically neglected in the country‘s educational institutions, but which define the modern economy.  

Success: From 15 teams all based out of one university campus in the first year, the number of teams shot up to 1,000 in 

2011, participation has since spread across 14 universities and youth centers in one fifth of Egypt‘s governorates. Today, El-

Raffie‘s organization has 300 people organizing competitions all around Egypt, from Alexandria to Aswan. 

 

Media & Marketing Support 

Ashoka works to ensure its Fellows are recognized in the Arab world and on the 

global level. With this goal in mind, Ashoka provides media coverage for its Fellows‘ 

work and achievements. 50 % of Fellows’ organizations 

are recognized as leaders in their field. 
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Tarik Nesh-Nash, Morocco, ICT 
Tarik develops ICT tools that allow people of all backgrounds to influence national political issues by contributing their views 

through an online advocacy platform. To reach people on the ground he carries out a media campaign to inform people of the 

contentious issues at hand and how they can participate and post their opinions on the web site he created. Afterwards, the data is 

collected and presented to government representatives. Tarik‘s platform allows citizens to communicate their complaints and 

requests to their local Members of Parliament. 

Success: From zero in the last parliamentary election in Morocco, more than 40 current Members of Parliament used the internet 

in the November 2011 elections. Many of them are still using social media to stay in touch with citizens. 

 

Nomination for Prestigious Awards 
Ashoka nominates Fellows for prestigious regional and global awards in 

order to share their work with a wider audience. 68% of 

Fellows consider this kind of support 

to be one of the key elements for 

their success.  
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Nureddin Amro, Palestine, Education 

Nureddin created a new educational model and approach to integrating visually impaired students into the public school system. He founded a school 

called ―Siraj Al Quds‖ and a CSO, Nour El Deen which manages the school‘s community outreach efforts to expose people to the idea of sighted 

children learning side by side with the visually impaired. Amro‘s child-centered approach and holistic learning methodologies that take in to account the 

intellectual as well as emotional intelligence of the child have won the interest of parents, the community, and policymakers.    

Success: With financing from the European Union, the Ministry of Education has undertaken an initiative to shift one third of its schools to reflect 

Nureddin‘s ‗‘Siraj Al Quds‘‘ model. This will include both the technical upgrades to the school‘s facilities as well as the various teaching and learning aids 

Nureddin has developed along the way, including a braille curriculum and the first-ever audio curricula in Arabic. 

 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

Ashoka believes in innovation. We elect individuals that are ready to 

improve their work and scale their impact. That is why we have a 

rigorous process for electing Fellows and intense methods for 

monitoring their work. 80% of Fellows consider 

our selection process an enriching experience that 

has allowed them to design their social change models the way they 

are now to ensure replication and large-scale impact. 

 

 

Leading by Example: Nureddin shows 

blind youth that there‘s nothing that a 

blind person can‘t do, even run a 

marathon! 
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Mohamed Zaazoue, Egypt, Health 
Mohamed provides accessible, interactive and creative health education at community centers and the waiting rooms of health clinics to 

children as young as three years old, parents and social workers. He is tackling deadly diseases one child at a time. He writes curricula and 

has published his own books used by his CSO, Healthy Egyptians, to conduct health education sessions in public and private schools. 

Mohamed is also offering medical school students the opportunity to enhance their education by gaining hands-on experience dealing with 

different types of people, which they will need in their practice.     

Success: Mohamed has teamed up with 20 local university hospitals in 15 governorates and volunteers from those medical schools to 

execute his health education initiative. Medical students have been joined by students of other universities, as well as members of the 

general public who have heard about Mohamed‘s work and want to participate.  He provides the relevant training to these groups, including 

how to approach different scenarios they may encounter, such as parents who are illiterate or hostile. 

 

Access to high profile network of partners 

Ashoka believes that networking is a crucial element in Fellows‘ growth, especially in the initial stage of their venture. That is why Ashoka 

empowers its Fellows with a large network of partners on the global and local level, presenting their work to potential donors and funders. 

65% of Fellows‘ organizations have increased their budget by15% since election, while 36% had their 

organizations grow and stabilize. 
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Zaher Radwan, Lebanon, Income Generation 
Zaher is empowering rural farmers and land owners with a diverse array of economic incentives to plant local crops that support the community and 

local environment, such as oregano and other herbal and aromatic species indigenous to the region. He works to create a market demand for the 

farmers‘ products and uses the local species to create a new wave of ―green‖ tourism by creating nature trails and the country‘s first botanical garden. 

Zaher also advocates for conserving the biodiversity of local plants as a valuable national resource to further support local farmers and preserve the 

natural resources of the Levant region.  

 

Success: To date, over 125 families from across Lebanon have served food at tourist as well as at local festivals, conventions, and gatherings with 

Zaher‘s support. In addition to sustainability techniques, Zaher is also training these families in marketing strategies.  

 

Access to the global network of 

Ashoka Fellows 
Ashoka helps Fellows to grow on a local and regional 

level by introducing them to other Fellows from around 

the world. In this way they are able to share their 

experiences, strategies, and networks, resulting in a 

greater impact on the ground.  

85% of Fellows say access to 

Ashoka’s Global Network is a 

great opportunity to develop 

their ideas and expand their 

work to new territories. 
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Nomination
Research and 

Site Visits
Candidates'

Retreat

Second 
Opinion 
Interview

Panel
International 

Board

 

  

Applications are wel-

come from anyone 

but Ashoka’s nom-

inators play a critical 

role in identifying 

candidates who meet 

Ashoka’s selection 

criteria.  

 

Ashoka reviews 

each application 

and then conducts 

independent 

reference and 

background checks, 

site visits, and 

interviews.  

 

Ashoka holds a three 

day workshop to 

empower and 

prepare candidates 

for further selection  

 

Selected candidates go 

through an intensive 

Second Opinion 

review by an Ashoka 

Board Member or 

senior professional 

from another country.  

 

A Selection Panel of 

senior social entre-

preneurs decides 

whether the cand-

idate is likely to 

become a truly first-

rate, large-scale, soc-

ial entrepreneur.  

 

The final stage is 

approval by Ashoka’s 

international Board of 

Directors to ensure 

worldwide standards 

and consistency. 

 

Criteria 

1. A NEW IDEA 
Ashoka only invests in candidates with a 

new idea—a new solution or approach to 

a social problem—that will create 

systemic change at the national and 

regional level. 

2. CREATIVITY  
Ashoka supports entrepreneurs who are 

sufficiently creative as both goal-setting 

visionaries and practical problem solvers. 

Entrepreneurs must use creativity day 

after day, year after year, to succeed.  

3. ENTREPRENEURIAL QUALITY  
Ashoka looks for the small number 

of people who are first-class 

entrepreneurs — Individuals who, at 

their core, are possessed by an idea, 

and who will persevere in refining, 

testing and spreading their idea until 

it has become the new pattern for 

society as a whole. 

4. SOCIAL IMPACT OF THE 

IDEA  
The entrepreneur‘s idea must be 

powerful enough in its approach and 

applicability for practitioners in the field 

to want to copy it. That is, the idea must 

be replicable on its own merits. 

5. ETHICAL FIBER 
Above all, the candidate must be entirely 

ethical and trustworthy. 

 

Process 

 
 

 

 

How Ashoka Chooses Fellows 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ashoka identifies and selects Fellows based on one of the most extensive and rigorous application processes found anywhere in the world.  30 years of 

expertise in leading the Ashoka Venture process ensures that we elect the most innovative, dedicated, and successful social entrepreneurs.  
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  Ashoka Partners and Supporters 

Laurene Powell Jobs 

Fadi Ghandour 

Badr Jafar 

Simone Otus-Coxe 

As well as: Rick and Mahasti Mashhoon 

Ashoka‘s partners have shown a long-standing commitment to our cause of bringing the idea of 

Social Entrepreneurship to the Arab World and expanding the Ashoka network across the 

region. Together, we have seen the opportunity and potential that exists in the Arab World 

and in its people to implement a new approach to having a positive social impact. To this day, 

we have achieved great accomplishments by discovering leading social innovators and 

supporting them as Ashoka Fellows. 

 

We are tremendously proud to have our partners with us in the most turbulent of 

times for the Arab World. Now is the time when our commitment has to be visible 

through implementing social entrepreneurship models as the best for route to 

achieving social change. That is why we want to strengthen and grow our network of 

partners. At this time in history we have a unique opportunity to implement the model 

of Social Entrepreneurship on a wider scale.   

 

and Dina, Dalia, and Adam 

Said 
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PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS 

MEDIA PARTNERS 
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Financial Expenditures 

Fellow Stipends 
Program Cost 

Search and Selection 

International Support 

Local Fellowship Services 

Support to Fellowship 

Outreach and Fundraising Social Business Bridge 

55% 

12% 

8% 

7% 

6% 

6% 
5% 1% 
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Thanks to your support, Ashoka Fellows are making a real difference in the lives of millions and have positively impacted the lives of over 11 

million people across the Arab World since we began our work ten years ago. Today, Ashoka is looking to expand our reach in countries such 

as Morocco and the UAE, where we will hold the third annual Arab World Social Innovation Forum, as well as to establish our presence in 

new countries such as Tunisia. 

The Arab World Social Innovation Forum will focus on three thematic areas that are of crucial importance in the UAE and the greater Arab 

World: health, energy efficiency and environmental protection, and women‘s empowerment. These areas present an outstanding opportunity 

for Social Entrepreneurs to make a difference in an area that is hungry for innovation and faces real needs.  

Ashoka recognizes that the Gulf is an area that is neglected in the development world. This is region of immense wealth and economic growth 

yet at the same time, there are severe social disparities and a lack of rights among marginalized groups, such as women and minorities. Ashoka 

is proud to be actively working to expand into a part of the world where the scope of the needs is matched only by the potential of a new 

generation of Social Entrepreneurs. 

For Ashoka, Social Entrepreneurship is not a solution in itself but a set of traits that can be spread and nurtured in order to create societies 

where each person has the ability and the tools to make a difference. With your support, Ashoka will continue to reach individuals, 

communities, and countries where people lack the power to positively impact the lives of others. Together, we will build a world where 

Everyone is a Changemaker™.  

 

Ashoka Team  
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Back row from left to right: Lameece Gasser (Fellowship Assistant), Omar Al-Amin (WIF Intern), Hazem Saleh (Omda Sahteen 

Project Coordinator), Vojislav Bajic (Development Officer) 

Front row from left to right: Ehab Zaghloul Kotb (Omda Sahteen Project Senior Advisor), Maysa Bedair (Media and Marketing 

Assistant), Nariman Moustafa (Operations Assistant), Luzette Jaimes (Operations Manager), Lucy Marx (Executive Assistant), Iman 

Bibars (Regional Director of Ashoka Arab World), Sama Singer (Development Assistant), Tessa Bonduelle (Diaspora Assistant), Hend 

Abou Al.Saud (Venture Assistant), Rana Rizk (Senior Venture Assistant), Amira Saad (Executive Secretary), Alaa El-Mahdy (Multimedia 

Intern), Rania Al-Sayed (Operations Intern).  
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